Participants
Stephanie Cold, Hale Library
Larry Erickson, CHSR, Chemical Engineering, KSU; also representing the KNRC
Kelly Phillips, Public Safety

Welcome, Introductions and Opening Remarks
• Larry Erickson opened the meeting and welcomed everyone.

Review of the Agenda
• The participants reviewed the agenda and concurred on its content.

Dialog on Sustainability for 2012:
• We discussed the need to decide on a topic, develop a planning team, and have a planning meeting.
• We discussed the topic of sustainable communities with the idea of advancing the Brownfields sustainability efforts. With this topic, we can include the solar powered charge station idea and also have dialog on the interests, passions, and concerns of those who attend.
• We discussed the ideas of empowerment, networking, and next steps as being important to include.
• Stephanie is willing to be on the planning committee.

Eco-literacy Book Club Activities
Stephanie is willing to visit with the sustainability team in the library about the library having a role in helping the Eco-literacy Book Club.

Earth Day
• Kelly Phillips recommended an activity such as collecting dead batteries for recycle.

Solar parking lot project
• The NSF funded REU project on sustainable energy, led by Keith Hohn and Larry Erickson, has been renewed.

Technical Assistance for a Sustainable Kansas (TASK)
• No new information.

Brownfields Program (TAB) Sustainability Initiative
• No new information.

Next Meeting: Tuesday, April 24, at 3:30 p.m.